
Whitesheet for the Prophon PLA2611 Line array coupling- 
spider Art. Nr: PL26FLS

The PL26FLS Line array coupling spider are sold and shipped in pairs of 
left and right.
Each PL26FLS consist of one spider for mountning on the left side of the 
PLA2611 Line array, 
and one spider for mounting on the right side of the PLA2611 Line array
The PL26FLS are supposed to have the splay moving part in an upwards 
position, into the next spider, and the splay angling are adjusted by using 
the LS610 sprint securing the splay in the selected hole in the spider 
above
there are 6 possible angles that can be selected, the angle is the vertical 
tilt between the two PLA2611 Line array speakers that are connected.
0, 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 degrees are avaliable. So each step increases the 
angle between the speakers with 3 degrees, enabling a line source setup
Mounting the spider onto the PLA2611 Line array speaker is very easy and 
safe, using 2 pcs of ”keyholes” and one M10 threaded Bolt for securing
In the side of the PLA2611 there is a metal-plate, that are prepared to 
be used with a variaty of the extra hardwares avaliable for the PLA2611 
Line array speaker, it can be clustered 3 in a small array, either vertical or 
horisontal, for installation in smaller live or club installations, or for portable 
use.

Download the Ease focus 2 free simulation and prediction software from 
the AFMG website or from a link on our website, and download our 3D 
modelling file for simulations, calculations, predictions and rigging.



Closeup on how to set the splay angles

2D drawing of the PL26FLS, with the 6 different angling possibilities
0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 degrees



3 x PLA2611 mounted on a speaker pole with 
2 pcs of B1HPA self-powered active sub-
woofers.
Resulting in a powerful active club-rigg for 
bands, the event industry, rental companies, 
DJ´s etc.

3 x PLA2611 with the cluster hardware and the installation 
flying bracket fo installing a compact and powerful system 
with a 45 x 110 dispersion pattern, perfect for auditoriums 
where the dispersion must be with narrow horisontally, but 
with long throw

The installation bracket allows for 1 pc of PLA2611 to be 
installed, perfect for high-end delay, frontfill, or for instal-
lations where the ceiling height is limited. the installation 
bracket has a sprint for selecting the fixed angle of the tilt.

The easy to use bumperframe allows for an extreme amount of lifting points, thanks to the single point, sliding lifting system


